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Abstract. We show that no distinction can be made between the closure

of a Darboux graph and the closure of a connected graph, and under certain

conditions, we show the closure of a Darboux function is the closure of an

almost continuous function. In showing this, a construction process is given

to show how to turn certain non-almost continuous functions into almost

continuous functions.

Similarities and differences between Darboux, connected and almost con-

tinuous functions have been of recent interest. For instance, each real function

is the pointwise limit of a sequence of Darboux, connected, or almost

continuous functions and each real function is the sum of two Darboux,

connected, or almost continuous functions [2], [9]. Also, each real function/is

equal to a connected, respectively Darboux, function h except on a first

category, Fa set with measure 0 and each function has the property that the set

of points at which it is Darboux or connected is a Gs set [2], [10]. One obvious

difference is the fact that a Darboux function need not have a fixed point while

a connected or almost continuous function must have a fixed point [11]. There

are many examples of Darboux functions which are not connected, and in [5],

Jones and Thomas give an interesting example of a connected function which

is not almost continuous. In pointing out similarities of the above classes of

functions under closure, we examine the Jones-Thomas example and give a

construction process to make it almost continuous. The author wishes to thank

Professor Harvey Rosen for many helpful conversations during the prepara-

tion of this paper. Also, the author is indebted to the referee for several helpful

suggestions for shortening the proofs of this paper in order to make them more

readable.

Preliminaries. No distinction will be made between a function and its

graph and unless otherwise stated, all functions will be from T = [0,1] into T.

If M is a subset of T2 then MK denotes those points of M which have X-

projection in K where TC is a subset of I. We denote the vertical line through

the point (x, 0) by lx. If /is a function from T to T then/(+) denotes the subset

of T2 consisting of all ordered pairs (x, y) where x is in I and y > f(x). We
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define/(—) analogously. By M, we will mean the closure of M. A function /is

said to be a Darboux function if/(C) is connected whenever C is a connected

subset of the domain of/. A function/is said to be connected if /is a connected

subset of I2. If each open set containing a function / also contains a

continuous function with the same domain as / then / is said to be almost

continuous [11]. The function g is said to be a Baire class 1 function if and only

if g is the pointwise limit of a sequence of continuous functions. A function /

defined over an interval 7 is said to be bilaterally dense-in-itself provided for

each x in /, each open square, which has a vertical side bisected by x and

whose A'-projection is contained in 7, contains infinitely many points of / [2].

All previously known results listed in the sequel will be labeled as properties.

Our first result shows that no distinction can be made between the closure of

a Darboux function and the closure of a connected function.

Theorem 1. Let f be a Darboux function on an interval I. Then there exists

a connected function g such that f = g.

Proof. Denote by S the set of discontinuities of / and by Ta countable

dense subset of 7 such that the closure of fT (taken in I2) is / Let

A = (I - 5) U T. Then fA is bilaterally dense-in-itself, because / is a Dar-

boux function.

Denote by C the family of all planar continua K for which the A-projection

of K n / is uncountable and K misses fA. For each K in C, K meets

uncountably many sets Lx where Lx = lx n / and x is in 5 — T. Since / is a

Darboux function and x is in 5 — T, then Lx is a nondegenerate closed

interval [8]. Let T(K) denote the family of all such Lx for each K.

Now for each K in C, there exist uncountably many L in T(K) which are

bilateral limit points of T(K) (see Lemma 1 of [10]). Denote by ^(K) the

family of all such L.

Since C can be well ordered so that no term has uncountably many

predecessors it follows by an induction argument that there exists a one-to-one

function h from C into U {^(K) ■ K in C} such that h(K) is in *(K). Now let

77 denote the range of h and B denote the A'-projection of 77. For h(K) in 77

with x equal to the A-projection of h(K), we define g(x) to be any point in the

F-projection of (K n / fl lx). For all x in 7 for which g is not defined by the

previous process, we define g(x) = f(x).

Since fT = gT C g and / = fT, we have / C g. Moreover, for x not

belonging to B, we have f(x) = g(x), and by construction, if z is in B, then

(z,g(z)) is contained in / fl l2. Hence g Q f which implies g C / Hence

? = /
Now g will be connected if no continuum M hitting both g(+) and g(—)

misses g [4, Theorem 2]. Suppose then that M is a continuum meeting g(+)

and g(-) and missing g. Now if we can show g is bilaterally dense-in-itself we

are through, as can be shown as follows.

If g is bilaterally dense-in-itself, then according to Theorem 1 of [4] or

arguments in [7], there exists a perfect set F contained in 7 such that

lx fl g n M is not empty for each x in F. Hence the A-projection of g D M,

which is the A-projection of / D M, is uncountable and M misses gA = fA, so

that M is in C. Then, by construction, g must hit M and this is a contradiction.
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Therefore, to complete the proof, we need only show g is bilaterally dense-

in-itself. To see g is bilaterally dense-in-itself, note (1) any point of gB is a

bilateral limit point of fs by construction. But since fs Q fT = /and/r = gT,

any point of gB is a bilateral limit point of gT. Also, (2) any point of g/-B is a

right (left) limit point of fB or f-g. In the former case, fBQfs and

fs E It = 8t = 8> an<i 'n tne latter case, f_B = gr_B C g. Hence any point

of gj_B is a bilateral limit point of g. Hence g is bilaterally dense-in-itself and

this completes the proof of Theorem 1.

In proving the above theorem, we obtain the following corollaries similar to

theorems in [4].

Corollary 1. A sufficient condition that a bilaterally dense-in-itself function

f be connected is that K meets f whenever K is a continuum in the plane such that

the X-projection of K (~) f is uncountable.

To see the condition is not necessary, we consider

Example 1.Denote by/a function from R into [0, 1] such that/is connected

and / is a dense subset of R X (0,1). Then the horizontal interval TT with X-

projection [0, 1] and F-projection {1} has the .^-projection of TT F) / = X-

projection of TT but misses/

Corollary 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a bilaterally dense-

in-itself function f be connected is that K meets f whenever K is a continuum in

the plane such that the X-projection of K n f is uncountable with K meeting /(+)

and fir).

In [3], Ceder has shown that if {/,}^L i is a sequence of real-valued functions

with domain the real line such that the union of their graphs has the

"intermediate value property", then there exists a function q on the real line

with the intermediate value (Darboux) property such that for all x there exists

an i such that qix) = fix). Using Theorem 1 in this paper, we see it is possible

to construct a connected function g which agrees with q on a dense subset of

the real line such that g is the same as the closure of the union of the graphs

of the sequence [fn)nx'=x.

We have been unable to improve Theorem 1 so that g is almost continuous.

The best we have been able to do is

Theorem 2. Let f ■ I —* I be a connected function such that the Y-projection

of lx Fl / is the range of f whenever x is a point of discontinuity of f. Then there

exists an almost continuous function q such that q = /.

In order to prove Theorem 2 we need the notion of a blocking set due to

Kellum and Garrett in [5].

Definition 1. The statement that the subset C of T2 is a blocking set off

relative to I2 means that C is closed, C contains no point of/ and C intersects

g whenever g is a continuous function from I into I. If no proper subset of C

is a blocking set of / relative to I2, C is said to be a minimal blocking set of f

relative to I .

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof follows the same approach as the proof of

Theorem 1 and hence the proof will only be sketched with specifics listed only
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when major differences occur. Denote by S'the set of discontinuities of/which

have the property that each open set containing the discontinuity p contains

uncountably many discontinuities of / on either side of p. Denote by T a

countable dense subset of 7 such that the closure of fT (taken in I2) is/. Let

A = (I - S) U T.

Denote by C the family of all closed sets K in I2 such that the A'-projection

of K n fs is uncountable and K misses/,. As in Theorem 1 (using the same

notation), it follows by an induction argument that there exists a one-to-one

function h from C into U {^(K) •■ K in C} such that h(K) is in *(K). We now

define a function q exactly as g was defined in Theorem 1.

We claim q is almost continuous, for suppose not. Then by Theorem 1 of

[5], there exists a minimal blocking set M for q relative to I2 such that the X-

projection of M is connected. Hence the A'-projection of M is a closed,

connected, nondegenerate set. Now since a function of Baire class 1 is almost

continuous if it is connected (see Theorem 2 of [1]), the A-projection of M

must contain a point of S. Therefore the A'-projection of M n fs is uncounta-

ble since (1) the A-projection of M meets S, and (2) the y-projection of lx n /

is the range of / whenever x is a point of discontinuity of / Hence, by

construction, M meets q and this is a contradiction. Therefore q is almost

continuous.

Remark. The above construction can easily be used to construct an almost

continuous function whose closure is the same as the non-almost continuous

(but connected) function exhibited by Jones and Thomas in [5].

In hope of dropping some of the hypotheses in Theorem 2, we proved

Lemma 1. Denote by f a connected function from I into I. Then if M is a

blocking set of f relative to I2, then the X-projection of M n f is infinite.

Proof. Denote by / a connected function which is not almost continuous,

and denote by M a guaranteed minimal blocking set of / relative to I2.

Suppose that the A-projection of M fl/ is finite. Since / is connected,

/ = C\fL i Oj, where each O, is the open set consisting of all points (x,y) such

that x a.ndy are in 7 and the distance from (x,y) to/is less than 1/10'.

Now each O, is simply connected and Thomas has shown that if P is a

simply connected open set in I2 which contains a connected function/•• 7 —* 7

and if F is a finite subset of I, then there is a continuous function g such that

g(x) = f(x) for each x in F and g lies in P [12]. Remove a finite number of

vertical intervals from each O, (those intervals corresponding to the finite

number of points in the A'-projection of M n /) so that one obtains the simply

connected open set D{ such that C\f=xD{ contains/ Di+X C D, and D," i/)(-

misses M. Now since the 7),'s are nested, there is a positive integer N such that

if i > N, Dj misses M. By Thomas' result above, DN contains a continuous

function g : 7 —> 7 such that g misses M and this is a contradiction. Hence the

A-projection of M n /is infinite.

Question. Can the hypothesis in Theorem 2 that the F-projection of lx n /

is the range of / whenever x is a point of discontinuity of / = 7 —> 7 be

removed? Note that to do this all one needs to show is that the A'-projection

of M n /is dense-in-itself since it is already closed and use the same proof as

in Theorem 2.
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Remark. The above question has recently been answered affirmatively by

the author and will appear at a later time.
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